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"A swicked adventure that will leave you smiling and wanting more." -HM Ward, New York Times

Bestselling AuthorThere are no minor gods.Lilah Jones is officially thirteen. Unfortunately, the day

comes with a few twists she didn't expect. For example, her hair turned into a living rainbow and she

was gifted with a golden necklace that randomly goes from being room temperature to as hot a

supernova. On top of that, she has a dream that she remembers line by the line when she wakes

up.Seeking answers, Lilah meets two boys, named Cole and Adrian, who gladly clear things up.

Remember the Greek myths you assumed were fiction? The old gods that you assumed were just

someone's imagination? You were wrong. They've been with us the whole time, fighting battles we

didn't even know existed, and they've returned. The Olympians are reuniting, preparing to fight the

most dangerous battle they've ever faced.The Father of Monsters is rising.Genre: MG/YA

Paranormal Contemporary Greek Mythology AdventureType: Novella, 3 of 6 Length: Approx. 100

pgs ea.
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This is a wonderful series. I am enjoying it so much - and I love talking to my 10 year old daughter



about it, too (we are reading it in tandem). It's great that the novellas aren't too long because we are

able to read them fairly quickly, and then discuss. I think if they were much longer, we wouldn't be

able to sync up our reading as well. Anyhoo - fantastic story and I'm a fan! Hope this is the start of a

beautiful career for Belle Ward...

Unlike other reviewers, I love this genre! This installment of this series continues into a deeper focus

on our main character. It is a story I will more than likely study with my oldest son in our homeschool

lessons. Congratulations Belle Ward on a great job well done! Continue to write! You have a unique

gift! Looking forward to continuing the story!

I so want to be an Olympian. Belle has done wonders with this series so far. Just like her mother

HM Ward they really get you not wanting to stop reading. Started my arc 4. All I can say is OMG.

MY NIECES TEALLY NEED TO READ THIS SERIES. MIGHT DO A LITTLE BOOK CLUB FOR

THE 16 yrs olds

As you delve deeper into the continuation of this story with this installment, you find Lilah unsure of

who she is and where she came from. Lilah's fight against Typhon continues along with the other

"major" or more powerful gods. The only one who seems to have the answers Lilah's searching for

is Hera and she's not divulging any of her secrets.If you enjoy the Percy Jackson Series, this series

is the perfect match for you. Wonderfully written with intrigue to keep you guessing and reading until

the very last word.

Rise of the Olympians 3 takes us deeper into Lilah's story. We now know she's with most of the

major gods and goddesses to stop Typhon once again. But somethings have changed. The story is

playing out differently this time. Why is she here? Who is she really? Hera knows but hasn't told us.

Intriguing interactions between the characters. Miss Ward has added some spunk to some of these

old relationships. Keeping it interesting and exciting. Can't wait to see who Lilah really is and how

this plays out.
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